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I NVENTORYING THE
B IRDS T HAT U SE
C ROPLAND

Keep up with what’s
new:

-

-

-

This hatching year American Robin was being fed invertebrates found among
corn stalks.

–
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C ROPLAND
-CONTINUED

“It is
generally
thought that
birds can
have a
significant
impact on
their prey ...”

Fenced tomatoes can still be affected by meadow voles, who may eat lowhanging fruit. Insect pests of tomatoes include aphids, white flies, flea
beetles and particularly hornworms.
-

-

-

-

-
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Y ALE F OREST S TUDY
N OW A VAILABLE

“Work in this
system
continues
this
December,
when we will
begin our
second
season of
winter
surveys.”

The Cooper’s Hawk was detected as a summering species for the first
time in 2020.

-

-
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F IELD S TATION
U PDATE

“All these

efforts ... are
creating a
regional
environment
in which
birds now
infrequent in
Connecticut
can again
find attractive
habitat.”

This Bobwhite appeared at the BCR field station for the first time this
summer, where it frequented gardens, vegetable plots and field borders.

–
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B ANDING M IGRANT
U SERS OF F ARMLAND

This hatching year Palm Warbler, a boreal forest breeder, becomes a bird of
agricultural land during migration.

–
-

“By
continuing to
band
migrants
each year, we
hope to learn
whether any
of our
banded birds
reappear as
Midwestern
breeders.”
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Become part of the flock.
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